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MINUTES of the proceedings held on February 20,2018.
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ZALDYV.TRESPESES Associate Justice
BAYANIH.JACINTO* Associate Justice

♦

The following resolution was adopted:

Criminal Cases No- SB-17-CRM-2152 to 2164 - People v.
Milagrosa T. Tan, et al.

This resolves the following:

1. Accused Milagrosa T. Tan's "MOTION TO DISMISS (ON THE GROUND OF
INORDINATE DELAY)" dated December 29, 2017;^

2. Accused Ariel G. Yboa and George G. Abrina's "MOTION TO DISMISS (ON
THE GROUND OF INORDINATE DELAY)" dated January 8, 2018;^

3. Accused Francasio M. Detosil's "OMNIBUS MOTION: A. FOR REDUCTION
OF BAIL [and] B. FOR REINVESTIGATION" dated January 9, 2018;^

4. Accused Rolando B. Montejo's "OMNIBUS MOTION TO DISMISS THE
INFORMATION AND FOR REDUCTION OF BAIL" dated January 11,2018;"

5. Accused Bienvenido Sabenecio Jr.'s "MOTION TO DISMISS (ON THE
GROUND OF INORDINATE DELAY)" dated January 16, 2018;^

6. Prosecution's "CONSOLIDATED COMMENT/OPPOSITION (TO THE
MOTION TO DISMISS BY ACCUSED MILAGROS S. TAN, AREL G. YBOA AND
GEORGE G. ABRINA)" dated January 16,2018;^

* Per Administrative Order No. 284-2017 dated August 18,2017

• Records, Vol. 2, pp. 77-84
2/f/. at 155-164

3/i/. at 151-154

Erroneously dated January 11,2017 (Records, Vol. 2, pp. 172-178)
^ Records, Vol. 2, pp. 237-244
« Mat 215-221
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7. Prosecution's "CONSOLIDATED COMMENT/OPPOSITION (TO THE
MOTION TO DISMISS BY ACCUSED ROLANDO B. MONTEJO AND BIENVENIDO
SABENECIO, JR.)" dated January 16,2018;^

8. Prosecution's "COMMENT/OPPOSITION (TO THE MOTION FOR
REINVESTIGATION FILED BY ACCUSED FRANCASIO M. DETOSIL)" dated January
16,2018;® and

9. Prosecution's "MANIFESTATION IN RELATION TO THE CONSOLIDATED
COMMENT/OPPOSITION (TO THE MOTION TO DISMISS BY ACCUSED MILAGROS
S. TAN, ARIEL G. YBOA AND GEORGE G. ABRINA)" dated January 16, 2018.®

The present charges were initiated with the filing of a Complaint by the
Field Investigation office (FIO) of the Office of the Ombudsman as nominal
complainant against the accused for purported ^^extravagant purchases of
drugs and medicines [made by the Province ofSamar]from Zyhermed using
its multi-million peso health fund. Following a series of Annual Audit
Reports and Audit Observation Memorandum, the Commission on Audit
(COA) issued three (3) Notices of Disallowance on August 7, 2007, as
follows:

NDNo. 09-009400(07)

Payment for Drugs and Medicines

Date Check No. Amount Disallowed

3/28/2007 550208 15,350,670.14

4/16/2007 550346 15,351,520.04

NDNo. 09-016-100(07)

Payment for Drugs and Medicines

Date Check No. Amount Disallowed

8/21/2007 568726 33,683,344.12

NDNo. 09-009-100(^07)

Payment for Dental Supplies

Date Check No. Amount Disallowed

3/28/2007 550211 2,327,119.27

4/16/2007 550350 2,327,861.27

The existence of probable cause was found per Ombudsman Resolution
dated October 6, 2016,^^ which was approved by Ombudsman Conchita
Carpio-Morales on November 17, 2016.

'Wat 281-284
8 Wat 245-247

® Wat 232-235

'® Vide: Ombudsman Resolution dated October 6,2016; Records, Vol. 1, pp. 7-18
'' As submitted by GIPO III Ruth Laura A. Mella
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While separate motions for reconsideration were filed by the accused,
the same were all denied per Ombudsman Order dated February 6, 2017

The Informations were thus filed before this Court on November 24,
2017, with the following charges:

Criminal Case Nq. Nature of Charge Name of Accused

SB-17-CRM-2152 Section 3 (g) of R.A. 3019 Milagrosa T. Tan and
Roselyn L. Larce

SB-17-CRM-2153 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2154 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2155 Section 3 (e) of R.A. 3019 Milagrosa T. Tan,
Bienvenido Zabala

Sabenecio, Jr., Francasio
M. Detosil, Ariel Gacusan
Yboa, Rolando Bolastig
Montejo, George Guarino
Abrina, and Roselyn L.

Larce

SB-17-CRM-2156 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2157 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2158 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2159 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2160 Malversation of Public

Funds or Property under
Article 217 of the Revised

Penal Code

Same

SB-17-CRM-2161 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2162 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2163 Same Same

SB-17-CRM-2164 Same Same

Before the accused could submit themselves for arraignment, however,
the following motions were filed:

Pleading Filed bv Accused

Motions to Dismiss

(on the Ground of Inordinate Delay)
Milagrosa T. Tan

Ariel G. Yboa

George G. Abrina

Rolando B. Montejo

Bienvenido Sabenecio, Jr.

Motion for Reinvestisation Francasio M. Detosil

Motions to Dismiss

The respective Motions to Dismiss filed by accused Milagrosa T. Tan,
Ariel G. Yboa, George G. Abrina, Rolando B. Montejo, Bienvenido
Sabenecio, Jr. ("the accused") are all premised on the ground of violation of
their right to speedy disposition where they attribute inordinate delay against

Records, Vol. 1, pp. 20-29 L
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the Office of the Ombudsman for the filing of the charges. The arguments
propounded by the accused in their Motions are common and may be
synthesized in this wise:

The accused aver that the complaint against them has been pending
for more than a decade. The proceedings began on August 7,2007 when the
Commission on Audit ("COA") issued three Notices of Disallowance
pertaining to several checks issued by the Province of Samar in payment of
drugs, medicines, and dental supplies.'^ It was more than ten (10) years later
or on November 23, 2017, when the Ombudsman filed the present
Informations before this Court.

The delay caused by the Ombudsman is vexatious, capricious, and
oppressive. It is unreasonable and inexcusable considering that there are no
complex issues involved in these cases. Further, the lapse of time has
diminished the capacity of the accused to secure the statements of their
witnesses, and resulted in financial drain, anguish, and constant anxiety.

The accused cite the following jurisprudence in support of their
position:

Coscolluela v Sandiganbayan^'^ in which it was held that during
preliminary investigation proceedings, the respondent is not duty-bound to
follow-up on the prosecution of the case. It is the Ombudsman's
responsibility to advance the proceedings and initiate action within the
bounds of reasonable timeliness in view of its mandate to promptly act on
all complaints lodged before it. Delay should be considered in light of the
interest of the accused that the speedy trial was designed to protect.

Tatad v. Sandiganbayan^^ wherein a delay of only three years has
been considered a violation of the right of accused to speedy disposition of
his case.

Torres v. Sandiganbayan^^ which pronounced that the concept of
speedy disposition covers not only the period within which preliminary
investigation was conducted but extends to all stages to which the accused
is subjected, including fact-finding investigations conducted prior to
preliminary investigation.

The accused thus pray that their motions be granted and that the
cases be dismissed.

Motion for Reinvestigation

Accused Francasio M. Detosil ("accused Detosil") moves for the
reinvestigation of the cases in which he was charged. Accused Detosil argues
that during the preliminary investigation phase before the Ombudsman, he did
not receive a copy of the Order of the Ombudsman directing him to file a
counter-affidavit because he had already retired from the service. Accused

" Namely: Notice of Disallowance Nos. 09-016-100 (07), 09-009-100 (07), and 09-009-100 (07)
G.R. Nos. 191411 & 191871, July 15, 2013
G.R. Nos. 72335-39, March 21, 1988
G.R. Nos. 221562-69, October 5,2016

L
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Detosil discovered only on January 5, 2018 that he has been charged as such,
and thus prays that his Motion be granted to give him an opportunity to be
heard.

Opposition and Manifestation by the Prosecution

Pertaining to the motions to dismiss, the prosecution proffered the
following counter-arguments:

The Notice of Disallowance was issued by the COA which is a
different agency from the Ombudsman. A notice of disallowance does not
necessarily start a preliminary investigation. The fact-finding phase by the
Ombudsman is not part of the preliminary investigation. During this phase,
the accused were not prejudiced since the subpoenas issued were addressed
to various government offices and not to the accused.

Under the Rules of Criminal Procedure f the reckoning point for
the start of the preliminary investigation is from the filing of a complaint,
not fi:om the issuance of a notice of disallowance. The complaint was filed
on July 15, 2015 and the Ombudsman issued a Resolution thereof on
October 6,2016, thus preliminary investigation was conducted only for one
(1) year and three (3) months. When accused filed their motions for
reconsideration on December 22, 2016 (for accused Tan) and January 10,
2017 (for accused Yboa and Abrina), the same were resolved on February
6, 2017 or in one month.

Torres v. Sandiganbayan is not applicable as it involves a different
factual backdrop. In this case, three preliminary investigations were
conducted, but the accused was not afforded due process because summons
was served at the wrong address. Consequently, the accused was not able to
file a counter-affidavit. In these cases, there was only one preliminary
investigation conducted, and the accused had successfully filed their
counter-affidavits and motions for reinvestigation.

Tatad v. Sandiganbayan is misplaced. The Court considered three
factors in ruling that there was a violation of the accused's right to speedy
disposition of cases: political motivation propelled the prosecutorial
process; there was a blatant departure from established procedures
prescribed by law for the conduct of a preliminary investigation; and a long
delay occurred in resolving the preliminary investigation, which could not
be justified on the basis of the records. In the present cases, none of the
aforesaid circumstances are present.

The prosecution thus prays for the denial of the motions to dismiss
filed by the accused.

In refutation of the motion for reinvestigation of accused Detosil, the
prosecution thrusts that he has already been informed of the preliminary
investigation proceedings. The prosecution submitted the Ombudsman's
Official Mailing List dated December 1, 2016^^ which indicates that accused
Detosil was furnished notice of said proceedings via Registry Receipt No. RD

4 -
" 2000 Rules of Criminal Procedure, rule 110, § 1 (a) / y .

Records, Vol. 2, p. 248 ^ ')/
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642 594 505 ZZ. Despite due notice, accused Detosil nonetheless slept on his
rights, and as such, his motion for reinvestigation should be denied.

Additionally, the prosecution filed a Manifestation in Relation to the
Consolidated Comment/Opposition (to the Motion to Dismiss by Accused
Milagros S. Tan, Ariel G. Yboa and George G. Abrina) dated January 16,2018
clarifying that it inadvertently prayed for only the denial of the Motion to
Dismiss filed by accused Tan when in truth, it also prays for the denial of all
motions of not just accused Tan but also accused Yboa and Abrina.

OUR RULING

UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES

OBTAINING IN THESE CASES,
NO INORDINATE DELAY COULD

BE ATTRIBUTED IN THE FILING

OF THE PRESENT CHARGES.

The Constitution guarantees that "[a]II persons shall have the right to a
speedy disposition of their cases before all judicial, quasi-judicial, or
administrative bodies."

What violates an accused's right to a speedy disposition of a case is
when "the proceedings are attended by vexatious, capricious, and oppressive
delays; or when unjustified postponements of the trial are asked for and
secured; or when without cause or justifiable motive a long period of time is
allowed to elapse without the party having his case tried."^®

In these cases, the accused decry the length of the delay under which
the cases allegedly lulled for a period of more than ten (10) years, counted
from the issuance of the Notice of Disallowance by the COA on August 7,
2007 until the present Informations were filed before this Court on November
24,2017.

As correctly asseverated by the prosecution, the time lapse, however,
should not be reckoned from the issuance of the Notice of Disallowance by
the COA on August 7,2007, but from the start of the preliminary investigation
which was initiated by the filing of the Complaint on Julv 15> 2015. As
disclosed by the case records, there does not appear to be a fact-finding
investigation conducted by the Ombudsman prior to the filing of said
Complaint, from which delay could be tacked in. What rather appears is that
in the intervening period since the filing of the Complaint, the case evaluation
ran through the normal procedure involving the filing of the accused's
respective counter-affidavits and other pleadings. This period was even
prolonged by accused Tan when she, on two occasions, moved for an
additional period of thirty (30) days within which to file her counter-affidavit

" PHIL. Const, art. 3, § 16 j
People V. Sandiganbayan, G.R. Nos. 188165 & 189063, December 11,2013 f *

1
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and supporting documents. The Ombudsman then issued its Resolution dated
October 6, 2016 finding probable cause to indict the accused. The period was
further compounded, by accused Tan, Sabanecio, Jr., Yboa, Abrina, and
Montejo when they filed their motions for reconsideration dated December
20, 2016, December 21, 2016, January 10, 2017,^and January 24, 2017,
respectively, which were resolved by the Ombudsman in its Order dated
February 6,2017. The Informations were subsequently filed before this Court
on November 24. 2017. or at which time approximately two (2) years and
four (4) months had lapsed since the commencement of the preliminary
investigation proceedings before the Ombudsman.

Given the circumstances, the time span of two (2) years and four (4)
months cannot simply be labelled as delay, much less inordinate delay, that
prejudices the constitutional right of the accused. Neither can the length of
time utilized by the Ombudsman be characterized as vexatious, capricious, or
oppressive absent any circumstances proving that there was an obvious
deviation from the regular procedure in the prosecution of the accused. Until
the Informations had been filed before this Court, the actions of the
Ombudsman cannot be decried as slow-paced nor dragging.

Nonetheless, the accused persist in alluding to the cases of Tatad v.
Sandiganbayan,^' Torres v. Sandiganbayan,^^ and Coscolluela v
Sandiganbayan^^ as authority for the dismissal of their cases. Still, the
circumstances attendant in the authorities cited by the accused are not at all
similar to the present cases of theirs.

It bears stressing that a mere mathematical reckoning of the time
involved is not sufficient to constitute inordinate delay.

In Tatad v. Sandiganbayan, the Supreme Court ruled that Tatad's
prosecution was politically-tainted, and that there was a deviation from
"established procedures prescribed for preliminary investigation. The delay of
close to three years from the filing of the last affidavit was not reasonable, as
three of the five cases were for his failure to file his Statement of Assets
Liabilities and Net Worth, and as such, did not necessitate a grueling scrutiny
of evidence. The other two cases for bribery and giving of imwarranted
benefits to a relative, while presenting more substantial legal and factual
issues, did not justify the period of three years to resolve the case.

In Torres v. Sandiganbayan, the Highest Court ultimately held the
prosecution accountable for the splitting of the investigations which
prejudiced the rights of Torres. The COA Special Audit Report pertaining to
the alleged overpricing of medicines of the Philippine Navy had been in the

f2' G.R. Nos. 72335-39, March 21,1988
22 G.R. Nos. 221562-69, October 5, 2016 ^
23 G.R. Nos. 191411 & 191871, July 15,2013
2" Republic v. Desierto, G.R. No. 131966, August 31, 2005 which cited Dela Pena vs. Sandiganbayan, G.R.
No. 144542, June 29,2001

%
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possession of the Ombudsman -and had been the subject of its review and
scrutiny for at least eight years before another investigation was ordered, and
at least sixteen years lapsed before probable cause was found.

In Coscolluela v Sandiganbayan, it was held that the protracted time
that it took for the Ombudsman to complete its preliminary investigation
prejudiced the constitutional right of the accused absent any extraordinary
complication proven by the prosecution. The accused were not faulted for
their failure to assert their ri^t to speedy disposition of cases because they
were unaware that the investigation against them was still on-going. The
accused were only informed of the outcome of the preliminary investigation
only after the lapse of six (6) long years, or when they received notice that an
Information was filed before this Court on June 19,2009.

Indeed, the right of speedy disposition of cases is a relative or flexible
concept. Particular regard must be taken of the facts and circumstances
peculiar to each case. The cases cited by the accused involved situations in
which the constitutional rights of the accused therein were transgressed, but
this is not to say that the same conclusion will obtain in the present
controversy. In arguing for the dismissal of the case, the accused focus almost
exclusively on the length of the delay committed by the prosecution, but the
accused did not mention any political undertow present in their situation
impelling the prosecution to deliberately deviate from standard procedures
similar to that in Tatad v. Sandiganbayan which could have laid the
groundwork for the "radical relief sought by them. Neither did accused
elucidate that the delay in their prosecution and the resulting passage of time
palpably diminished their ability to prepare their defense, which was the case
in Torres v. Sandiganbayan. Also, the accused did not allude that they were
left in the dark as to the outcome of the preliminary investigation, which
would have established a parallelism to the case of Coscolluela v.
Sandiganbayan.

In Dansal v. Fernandez, Sr., the Supreme Court pronounced that "the
concept of 'speedy disposition of cases,' like 'speedy trial,' is a relative term
and a flexible concept. It is consistent with reasonable delay."^^

Given the circumstances prevailing in the cases at present. We do not
deem as vexatious, capricious, or oppressive the length of time it took for the
Ombudsman to complete its preliminary investigation and to file the
Informations.

Remulla v. Sandiganbayan espouses that equally important in
evaluating the violation of the right to speedy disposition of cases is the
balancing test, which requires courts to approach cases on an ad hoc basis
and weigh the conduct of both the prosecution and defendant in light of the
following four factors: IT) the length of delav: (2) the reasons for the delav:

Barza v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 195032, February 20, 2013
26 G.R..NO. 126814, March 2,2000
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(3) the assertion or failure to assert such right bv the accused: and (4) the
prejudice caused bv the delay. None of these elements, however, is either a
necessary or sufficient condition; they are related and must be considered
together with other relevant circumstances.^® These factors have no talismanic
qualities as courts must still engage in a difficult and sensitive balancing
process.^^

Simply put, a mere delay in the conduct of preliminary investigation is
not enough to justify the outright dismissal of these cases.

As explained in Remulla v. Sandiganbayan:^^

XXX [N]one of these elements, however, is either a necessary or
sufficient condition; they are related and must be considered together with
other relevant circumstances.

XXX XXX XXX

XXX It must be emphasized that the balancing test is a relative and
flexible concept. The factors therein must be weighed according to the
different facts and circumstances of each case, xxx (Empheisis supplied)

In other words, courts must consider the totality of the four factors in
concluding whether there was indeed a violation of the right. Courts cannot
conclude that the right has been violated based on only one factor.
Appreciation of delay entails a balancing act to make sure that the state's right
to public justice is weighed alongside a party's individual rights.^'

Although accused Montejo in particular avers that he "suffered from
the prejudices and dire circumstances consisting of difficulties in the
preparation of his defense, owing to the lapse of memories and probable
dissipation of documentary evidence and witnesses [,]" this Court does not
deem the prejudice described by him as one caused by inordinate delay.

Prejudice should be assessed in light of the interests of the accused,
such as: (a) to prevent oppressive pretrial incarceration; (b) to minimize
anxiety and concern of the accused; and (c) to limit the possibility that the
defense will be impaired.^^

The pronouncement of the Supreme Court in the case of Angchangco,
Jr. V. Ombudsman illustrates a situation in which an accused was subjected to
prejudice in his prosecution.^^ In said case, the Ombudsman failed to resolve

/Remulla V. Sandiganbayan (Second Dmsion)yG.K.'Ho.2\Z0A0^ kpY\\\1^2Q\l ^ *
2«Ibid / ̂
2' Ibid ?
2° Ibid

2' See Guerrero v. Court of Appeals^ G.R. No. 107211, June 28, 1996
22 Ombudsman v. Jurado, G.R. No. 154155, August 6, 2008, which cited Barker v. Wingo, 407 US 514, 33
L. Ed. 2d 101,92 S. Ct. 2182 (1972), and Perez v. People, G.R. No. 164763, February 12,2008
22 G.R. No. 122728, February 13, 1997
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the criminal charges against petitioner Casiano Angchangco, Jr. for more than
six (6) years which took a toll on him having retired and having been deprived
of the fruits of his retirement after serving the government for over forty-two
(42) years all because of the inaction of the respondent Ombudsman. The
Highest Court thus held that should it wait any longer, it may be too late for
petitioner to receive his retirement benefits, not to speak of clearing his name.
This was thus a case of plain injustice which calls for the issuance of the writ
of mandamus prayed for.

The same cannot be said of accused Montejo. Prosecution is not
synonymous with persecution. To a certain extent, persons subjected to
preliminary investigation go through anxiety, expenses and constraints, but in
these cases, the accused have not shown how they suffered any more prejudice
than is attributable to the nature of preliminary investigation. Absent any proof
to the contrary, regular and reasonable conduct of preliminary investigation
accounted for the time utilized therefor, with due regard for the accused's right
to speedy disposition of their case.

In fine, there was no contravention of the accused's right to speedy
disposition of case.

The contradictory stand of

ACCUSED YBOA AND ABRINA.

Additionally, for accused Yboa and Abrina, the grounds they raised are
antipodean, even contradictory, of the other. On one hand, their Motion to
Dismiss is premised on the ground of inordinate delay and therefore
challenges the authority of the Ombudsman to file the Informations,^^ the
validity of which said accused assumed. On the other hand, it is the sufficiency
of the Informations which accused Yboa and Abrina assailed when they had
earlier filed a Motion for Bill ofParticulars^^ which was denied by this Court
in an Order dated January 5,2018.^^ It thus appears that the Motion to Dismiss
filed by accused Yboa and Abrina is but a mere afterthought, which exacts no
congruency from an earlier defense strategy. The denial of the same is only
inevitable.

Accused Detosil was

NOTIFIED OF THE PRELIMINARY

INVESTIGATION PROCEEDINGS AS

HE WAS FURNISHED NOTICE

THEREOF.

As former Provincial Accountant of Samar, it should have been
effortless to serve a copy of an order or notice to accused Detosil. As the
service of process would reveal, however, accused Detosil was duly furnished

—  /'People V. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 188165, December 11,2013 0/ '
Records, Vol. 2, pp. 86-105 / ̂
/rf. at 128-129 ^ 7
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a copy of the Ombudsman's Resolution dated October 6, 2016 at his office
address "c/o Capitol Building, Province of Samar, Catbalogan City" finding
probable cause to indict him and the other accused for the crimes charged, as
shown by Registry Receipt No. RD 642 594 505 ZZ?^ In this context,
however, accused Detosil harps that he was not properly served with the notice
requiring him to submit his counter-affidavit and controverting evidence since
he has already retired from public service. He thus adduces that he was denied
of his constitutional right to due process to participate in the preliminary
investigation made on the charge.

Accused Detosil's contention is unavailing.

The most basic tenet of due process is the right to be heard. Denial of
due process means the total lack of opportunity to be heard. As a rule, no
denial of due process takes place where a party has been given an opportunity
to be heard and to present his case; what is prohibited is the absolute lack of
opportunity to be heard.^® Given the factual backdrop presented in this case,
it cannot be concluded that accused Detosil was denied of his opportunity to
be heard.

The Ombudsman's Official Mailing List dated December 1, 2016
clearly shows that accused Detosil was furnished a copy of the Ombudsman's
Resolution dated October 6, 2016. Although it became necessary for accused
Detosil to refute this fact, to this date, he failed to do so. It is not even clear
when said accused retired from public service, as no documentary proof has
been shown to substantiate such fact. Unless the contrary is thus proven,
official duty is presumed to have been performed regularly, which includes
the presumption of regularity of service of summons and other notices. It was
not incumbent upon the Ombudsman to actively ascertain his present
whereabouts.

As the case of Mercado v. Court of Appeals^^ elucidates:

Petitioner was not denied of his right to a preliminary investigation
in case at bar. It is uncontroverted that a subpoena was sent to his given
address but it was returned unserved. Petitioner did not dispute that the
address appearing in the official receipt of his cash bond was his address.
The purpose of a preliminary investigation is for the investigating
prosecutor to determine if a crime has been committed. A review of the
evidence is thus necessary to establish probable cause and if the evidence
so warrants, the investigating prosecutor is duty bound to file the
corresponding information (Cruz, Jr. v. People, 233 SCRA 439 [1994]). It
was established by the complainant that petitioner issued a check which was
dishonored because the account had been closed. The evidence satisfies the
finding of probable cause. It must be borne in niind that the preliminary
investigation is not the proper forum for an exhaustive production of
evidence (Cruz, Jr. v. People, supra). Moreover, we see no irregularity in

Ombudsman's Official Mailing List dated December 1,2016 (Records, Vol. 1, p. 19)
Ylc^a V. Atty. Gacott, A.C. No. 6475, January 30,2013

3' G.R. No. 109036, July 5,1995 
L̂-
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the ex-parte conduct of the proceedings. We had occasion to rule that
preliminary investigations can be conducted ex-parte if the respondent
can not be subpoenaed or does not appear after due notice (New Rules
on Criminal Procedure, Rule 112, Section 3(d); Cf. Rodriguez v.
Sandiganbayan, 120 SCRA 659 [983]). We reiterate our ruling in Rodis, Sr.
V. Sandiganbayan, 166 SCRA 618 (1988), that the New Rules on
Criminal Procedure 'Moes not require as a condition sine-qua-non to
the validity of the proceedings [in the preliminary investigation] the
presence of the accused for as long as efforts to reach him were made,
and an opportunity to controvert the evidence of the complainant is
accorded him. The obvious purpose of the rule is to block attempts of
unscrupulous respondents to thwart the prosecution of offenses by hiding
themselves or by employing dilatory tactics." [Emphasis supplied]

f

As an attempt to subpoena accused Detosil at his office nonetheless
proved futile, the preliminary investigation of the charge could not be put to a
standstill by reason of his unknown personal address. The opportunity given
him was lost. Under such circumstance, the Rules ofProcedure of the Office
of the Ombudsman mandate:

Section 4. Procedure - The preliminary investigation of cases falling
under the jurisdiction of the Sandiganbayan and Regional Trial Courts shall
be conducted in the manner prescribed in Section 3, Rule 112 of the Rules
of Court, subject to the following provisions:

XXX XXX XXX

e) If the respondents cannot be served with the order mentioned in
paragraph 6 hereof, or having been served, does not comply therewith, the
complaint shall be deemed submitted for resolution on the basis of the
evidence on the record.

The resolution of the charge on the sole basis of the evidence introduced
by the complainant does not, therefore, trample on the constitutional right of
accused Detosil to due process.

It is further noted that accused Detosil's. motion for reinvestigatioh is a
prohibited pleading. A.M. No. 15-06-10-SC, otherwise known as the Revised
Guidelines for Continuous Trial of Criminal Cases, relevantly provides:

2. Motions

XXX XXX XXX

(b) Prohibited Motions. - Prohibited motions shall be denied
outright before the scheduled arraignment without need of
comment and/ or opposition.

The following motions are prohibited:

XXX XXX XXX

r'r
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iii. Motion for reinvestigation of the prosecutor
recommending the filing of information once the
information has been filed before the court (1) if the motion
is filed without prior leave of court; (2) when preliminary
investigation is not required under Sec. 8, Rule 112; and (3)
when the regular preliminary investigation is required
and has been actually conducted, and the grounds relied
upon in the motion are not meritorious, such as issues of
credibility, admissibility of evidence, innocence of the
accused, or lack of due process when the accused was
actually notified, among others. (Emphasis supplied)

Conformably therewith, this Court is mandated to deny such motion
filed by accused Detosil.

WHEREFORE, in view of the foregoing, the following Motions are
DENIED:

1. Accused Milagrosa T. Tan's Motion to Dismiss (on the Ground
of Inordinate Delay dated December 29, 2017;

2. Accused Ariel G. Yboa and George G. Abrina's Motion to
Dismiss (on the Ground of Inordinate Delay) dated January 8,
2018;

3. Accused Francasio M. Detosil's Motion for Reinvestigation
dated January 9, 2018;

4. Accused Rolando B. Montejo's Motion to Dismiss the
Information dated January 11,2018; and

5. Accused Bienvenido Sabenecio Jr.'s Motion to Dismiss (on the
Ground of Inordinate Delay) dated January 16, 2018.

Prosecution's Manifestation in Relation to the Consolidated
Comment/Opposition (to the Motion to Dismiss by Accused Milagros S. Tan,
Ariel G. Yboa and George G. Abrina) dated January 16, 2018 is NOTED.

Having noted that all the accused have posted their respective bail, let
the regular arraignment and pre-trial proceed as scheduled on February 23,
2018 at 8:30 in the morning at the Fourth Division Courtroom, 4**^ Floor,
Sandiganbayan Building, Quezon City.

SO ORDERED.

GOMEZ-ESTOESTA, J., Chairperson

TRESPESES,J.

JACINTO,J.


